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Master of Fine Arts in Writing 
Spalding University  

Homecoming, May 30-June 2, 2019 
 

PRE-HOMECOMING EVENTS 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 29 

5:15 – 6:45 p.m. Alumni Dinner. Gather in the Brown’s first-floor lobby to walk to a Dutch-treat dinner at 
a nearby restaurant.  

Shakespeare in the Park presents "As You Like It” (weather permitting). The play takes place in an 
outdoor amphitheater in Central Park, about a mile south of campus on Fourth Street. You can walk or 
drive. Street parking is available surrounding the park on Fourth Street, Magnolia, Sixth Street, and Park. 
A limited number of accessible spots are available in the parking lot behind the information center.  

Food trucks open at 6:30 p.m. Bar opens at 7:00 p.m. Pre-show begins at 7:15. Performance at 8:00 p.m. 
After the play (about 10:30 p.m.), meet at the corner of Fourth and Park for the Spalding shuttle back to 
the Brown. We do not recommend walking back to the hotel. 

 

THURSDAY, MAY 30 

8:00 – 8:30 a.m. T’ai Chi (Brown Hotel, 3rd fl., Louis XVI) 

9:00 – 10:00 a.m. Profession of Writing: Faculty/Guest Book in Common Sessions.       
 - Fiction.  Swimming Between Worlds, by Elaine Neil Orr (MW308) 
 - Poetry.  Four Swans, by Greg Pape (TSAC111) 
 - CNF. The Eye is Not Enough: On Seeing and Remembering, by Dianne Aprile (MW305) 
 - Writing for Children & YA. To Stay Alive, by Skila Brown, guest (MW304) 
 - Playwriting. Backstage Comedy Thriller, by Charlie Schulman (TSAC104) 

10:15-11:15 a.m. Faculty Lectures. 
- Poetry. Erin Keane, faculty. “The Little Bird That Kept So Many Warm: Our Metaphors, Ourselves” 
(TSAC112) 
- Writing for Children & Young Adults.  Skila Brown, guest. “Let There Be Dragons: Finding the Burning 
Theme of Our Stories and Hearts” (MW304) 
 - Screenwriting.  Charlie Schulman. “French New Wave” (TSAC111) 

11:15 a.m.–12:15 p.m. Lunch on your own. College Street Café (CSB, 2nd fl.) and the POD (ELC) are open.   

 

Throughout the day Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, you are welcome to share a “Practice Pitch Plus” 
session with Vickie Weaver (Fall ‘05). Are you uncertain how to pitch your novel? Let’s work together 
in a mock pitch session, then discuss your novel and see where that takes us. We can also discuss 
query letters. Often, an aha! moment comes out of this conversation. Email Vickie at 
dirtyoven@yahoo.com to schedule an appointment. Times are flexible, and you should allow 30-60 
minutes for our conference. These sessions are offered at no charge. 

mailto:dirtyoven@yahoo.com
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THURSDAY, MAY 30 
HOMECOMING KICKS OFF! 

 

12:15 – 12:30 p.m. Homecoming Registration (Mansion Parlor)  

12:30 – 1:15 p.m. Welcome Gathering (Mansion Parlor) 
Homecoming attendees gather, say hello to old friends, and receive a welcome.  

1:30 – 2:30 p.m. Faculty/Guest Lectures and Writing in Community Session 1  

Writing in Community Session 1. Nancy Chen Long (Mansion Parlor)  
Want some time to just write? Don’t go it alone! Check out Writing in Community, a new Homecoming 
offering where alums gather at the Mansion to do their creative thing. It’ll be cozy and quiet. You’ll be 
able to come and go as you please. Need to do a lot of talking? There will be break-out rooms! Need 
sustenance to fuel your writing surge? Red Hot Roasters will be right there with coffee, tea, and 
snacks—wear your nametag for free coffee and tea! Creative energy fills a room of creative people 
doing their creative thing.  

Writing for Children & YA, General Interest. Danette Haworth, “The Power of Secondary Characters” 
(LIB329) 
Protagonists grab all the attention, but when given the chance, secondary characters (deuteragonists) 
challenge, disagree with, and often offer thoughts the main character hasn’t considered—or might not 
want to. Giving voice to other characters deepens readers’ understanding of the protagonist and the 
story’s truth. In this lecture, we’ll analyze examples from current books to discover how characters 
perceive and prioritize events differently. Using concepts we’ve discussed, we’ll engage in a unique, 
interactive exercise demonstrating the power of the characters surrounding the protagonist. 

Profession of Writing: Submissions, Part I. Annie Frazier Crandell and Kellie Carle, “The Road to 
Publication: Strategies and Etiquette for Submitting to Literary Journals and Magazines.” (ELC Troutman 
Lectorium) 
The process of submitting your writing to literary journals, magazines, and contests can seem daunting. 
However, with a little research and a plan, it doesn’t have to be. This discussion will focus on discovering 
the best home for your work, crafting cover letters, keeping track of submissions, the benefits of social 
media, and coping mechanisms for those inevitable, but dreaded, rejection letters. A handout packed 
with links, resources, and submission tips from current literary magazine and journal editors will be 
provided. The discussion and handout will also help you prepare for the Submissions Party, to be held 
Saturday afternoon at the Brown.  

Playwriting. Developing New Plays: Actors Theatre of Louisville Guest Panelists (LIB327) 
Guest panelists Emily Tarquin (Artistic Producer), Steve Knight (Director of Marketing), and Michael 
DeWhatley (Assistant Production Manager) of Actors Theatre of Louisville discuss the process of new 
play development from a variety of perspectives. The panel will cover producing and casting, production 
management (including technical oversight), and marketing to give students insight into who’s involved 
and what happens after someone decides to produce your play. Kira Obolensky faciliates the panel.   

2:45 – 4:00 p.m. Writing in Community Session 2 (Mansion Parlor) 
Session numbers are to provide graceful entry and exit points, but you can come and go as you please. 
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2:45 – 4:00 p.m. Generative session. Bridgett Jensen and Julie Stewart. “The Walking Principle: A 
Generative Session on the Practice of Walking and Writing.” (ELC Lectorium)  
Using their own experience walking and writing to one another since December 2012, Stewart and 
Jensen explore the history of walking as it pertains to the creative impulse and the honing of craft. Can 
spending time in nature and in continued relationship with another writer deepen our stories and 
personal awareness of connectivity? In this generative session, Julie and Bridgett will explore this act of 
intentional noticing and recording, which sharpens vision and eventually upends one’s ability to ignore 
both the pain and the beauty of the world. A dynamic walking and writing exercise will give participants 
the opportunity to explore the practice. 

4:15 – 5:15 Writing in Community Session 3 (Mansion Parlor) 
Session numbers are to provide graceful entry and exit points, but you can come and go as you please. 

5:30 – 6:30 p.m. Spalding’s Festival of Contemporary Writing. Distinguished Visiting Writer Terese 
Marie Mailhot, winner of the inaugural Spalding Prize for the Promotion of Peace and Justice in 
Literature, discusses her memoir Heart Berries. Introduction by Kathleen Driskell. This session is open to 
the public. The Follett Bookstore, located outside the south entrance of the ELC, is open until 6:00 p.m. 
Books will not be sold at the event; however, there will be a book signing following the presentation.  
(ELC Troutman Lectorium) 

7:00 – 9ish p.m. Old Louisville walking tour, led by David Dominé. (Meet-up location: Corner of Fourth 
and Ormsby at the "Welcome to Old Louisville" sign.) Walk (12 minutes from the ELC), take the Spalding 
van, or ride the free LouLift zero-emissions bus. The LouLift bus leaves from Fourth (at Breckinridge) at 
6:43 p.m. The van leaves from Breckinridge, outside the ELC, at 6:45 p.m.  

Discover Old Louisville on a guided walking tour with professional tour guide and nationally known 
Louisville authority David Dominé. Long known as one of the most spectacular Victorian neighborhoods 
in the country, Old Louisville is a veritable time capsule with colorful local history and hundreds of 
beautiful homes from the late 1800s and early 1900s. If you love old houses, grand architecture, and a 
ghost story or two, you won’t want to miss a tour of Old Louisville.  

Afterward, board the Spalding van at Fourth and Ormsby for a ride back to the Brown. (We don’t 
recommend walking back, and the LouLift bus doesn’t run that late.) 

Dinner on your own. 
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FRIDAY, MAY 31 
 

9:00 – 9:45 a.m. Q&A with Distinguished Visiting Writer Terese Marie Mailhot. (Brown Hotel, 1st fl., 
Citation) 
Terese Marie Mailhot, winner of the inaugural Spalding Prize for the Promotion of Peace and Justice in 
Literature, answers questions. This session is for MFA students, faculty, and alumni only. Book signing to 
follow.   

9:00 – 11:00 a.m. Writing in Community Session 4. Come and go as you please! (Brown Hotel, 3rd fl., 
Louis XVI Room) 

11:15 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Generative sessions 

Poetry, general interest. Barry George, “Writing with the Originality of Issa.” (LIB, 1st fl., Kentucky 
Room—from library entrance, walk straight to the back of the library, then turn right)  
The haiku master Issa was a highly original poet because he was so authentically human. A follower of 
Basho, Issa came into his own by accepting himself and his often difficult fate, as he observed the world 
deeply, simply, and with wonder. This workshop will explore how Issa’s practices can inspire and 
challenge us to realize more fully our own originality as writers. We will look at examples of his haiku to 
generate ideas for writing some haiku of our own, all the while refreshing the powers of acceptance and 
observation so vital to our writing lives. 

Fiction, poetry, CNF, general interest. Angela Jackson-Brown, “Writing through Grief.” (LIB329)  
On the day Angela Jackson-Brown’s mother died, she immediately started writing. Every time she felt 
like she might explode, she scribbled until the moment passed. Writing had always been her balm, the 
thing that soothed her when nothing else would; writing was all she had in her coping mechanism 
arsenal to deal with her sadness and despair. This workshop will teach you how to channel your grief 
into a poem or story that frees your heart and mind from some part of the pain of loss. We will discuss 
the importance of acknowledging our grief, owning it, and then releasing it through the writing. The goal 
for this workshop is for you to identify one thing you have been carrying and then begin the process of 
releasing it through the written word. 

12:30 – 2:00 p.m. Lunch break and nap time. The College Street Café is closed; the POD (ELC) is open.  

2:00 – 3:00 p.m. Faculty and guest lectures  

Profession of Writing. Charlotte Rains Dixon, “Private Teaching: Alternatives to Traditional Education.” 
(LIB 329) 
Teaching writing is a source of joy to me, second only to writing, and it has led me places I never 
imagined. In addition to mentoring for a university certificate program, I’ve taught privately since 
graduating in 2003. This includes offering classes online and leading workshops in places as far-flung as 
France. I’ll discuss these and more, and explain how to get started with them. Opportunities for 
alternative types of teaching abound, and I’ll cover the areas where I’ve had the most success. 

Alumni Film Screening.  Keith Nixon. “Pale Blue Eye” (This session is from 2:00 – 2:30 p.m.)  (LIB328)  
Independent filmmaker Keith Nixon screens his short film Pale Blue Eye (running time: 12 minutes) and 
talks about the process of writing, directing, filming, and editing it. Keith’s interest in adapting literary 
works for the screen inspired Pale Blue Eye, which is loosely based on Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale 
Heart” and is the story of Norma Redman, a schizophrenic surgical assistant haunted by her employer’s 
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evil eye, who continues to hear his heartbeat after she murders him. The film’s world premiere 
screening was on March 11 at the Bermuda International Film Festival. Viewing information: horror, 
thriller, crime genre. Some scenes contain gore and violence. 

Fiction.  Robin Lippincott. “The Moment of Singing: Virginia Woolf Finds Her Voice (with a coda)” 
(LIB327) 
To begin, I’ll dust Woolf off to show just how relevant she is to 21st century readers. But the heart of the 
lecture traces Virginia Woolf’s discovery of her voice, a thrilling event in any writer’s life, and in Woolf’s 
case it’s visible. I’ll look at Woolf’s early experimentation with stories, notably “The Mark on the Wall.” 
Next, I’ll consider her first novel-length expression of this new style in Jacob’s Room, then finally arrive 
at the first completely successful realization of the experiment in Mrs. Dalloway. Through a close 
reading of excerpts from these texts, the inclusion of thoughts Woolf recorded in her diary as she was 
working out her new method, as well as samples from her well-known essays on fiction writing, “Mr. 
Bennett and Mrs. Brown,” and “Modern Fiction,” we will witness the process as it happened. 

3:30-4:30 p.m. Celebration of Recently Published Books by Alumni, Session I. MFA alumni read from 
recently published books. This session is open to the public. Book signing to follow in Secretariat. Books 
provided by Follett Bookstore. (Brown Hotel, 1st fl., Citation)  

- Teneice Durrant (poetry), Glass Corset 
- Angela Jackson-Brown (poetry), House Repairs 
- Mary Popham (fiction), The Wife Takes a Farmer 
- Karen George (poetry), A Map and One Year 
- Katerina Stoykova (poetry), Second Skin 

 

Book sales and cash bar available until 6:15 p.m. (Brown Hotel, 1st fl., Secretariat) 

4:45-5:45 p.m. Celebration of Recently Published Books by Alumni, Session II. MFA alumni read from 
recently published books. This session is open to the public. Book signing to follow in Secretariat. Books 
provided by Follett Bookstore. Cash bar in Secretariat Room.  (Brown Hotel, 1st fl., Citation) 

- Paul Ruben (fiction), Terms of Engagement: Stories of the Father and Son 
- Alice Gorman (fiction), Valeria Vose 
- Heather Wyatt (creative nonfiction), My Life With(out) Ranch 
- Phil Cohen (fiction), Stories in a Flash 
- Savannah Sipple (poetry), WWJD and Other Poems 
- Flora Schildknecht (fiction), Megafauna: Stories and Screenplay 

5:45 – 6:15 Book Sales and Signing with Cash Bar. Alumni Celebration of Recently Published Books 
readers sign their books. Books provided by Follett. Cash bar. (Brown Hotel, 1st fl., Secretariat)  

Dinner on your own. 

9:00 p.m. Alumni After-Party Literary Reading. A reading by alumni who signed up in advance with 
Teneice Durrant, host, at teneiced@gmail.com. Drinks available at lobby bar. (J. Graham Brown Suite, 3rd 
fl., Brown Hotel) 
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SATURDAY, JUNE 1 

 

9:00 – 10:00 a.m. Sleep in!   

10:30 – 11:30/11:45 a.m. 

Profession of Writing. Jenny Luper, “Tired of Being Poor: How I Learned to Embrace Business Writing in 
For-Profit Companies.” (ELC Troutman Lectorium) This session ends at 11:30 a.m. 
This session will discuss the multiple job opportunities available for writers in the business world. After 
many years of working for non-profits and with a fresh MFA degree in hand, I searched for jobs with 
“writer” in the title. A world of opportunity opened when I found proposal writing, which is the for-
profit flip-side of grant writing. By sharing my personal experience writing for the financial industry, IT 
industry, health care consulting, and currently writing for the health care insurance industry, I will help 
other writers learn how to navigate and enter the business world of proposal writing. 

Generative session. General interest. Scott O’Connor, “Where are You Going, Where Have You Been?—
Writing About Place.” (LIB 329) This session ends at 11:45 a.m. 
Every story happens somewhere. In fiction and creative nonfiction, place generates story, reveals 
character, and holds meaning. Writing that captures place is much more than simple description of a 
physical location or the weather. In this generative workshop, we will read and discuss powerful uses of 
place in fiction and creative nonfiction, do sensory writing exercises, and write about at least one real 
and one imagined place, working to integrate setting as part of an organic whole in your writing. 

Creative Nonfiction.  Elaine Neil Orr. “Accessing Memory in Writing Memoir.” (LIB328) This session ends 
at 11:30 a.m. 
Memoirs may recount an extended period of life past or a recent summer. Regardless, writers must 
conjure memory (think of Proust’s madeleine) and then convey it memorably to a reader. There are all 
kinds of devices for that conveyance: character development, scene, dialogue, world building, and 
sensory detail. But first the memory must come. This lecture will offer various methods for evoking 
memory and even expanding it. We’ll call this “memoir archeology.” Where do memoirists go to “dig”? 
Where do they find their material? How do they expand the context for memory so it is better 
understood? How do they discover links between personal experience and wider historical events? 
Students who plan to attend this hands-on lecture should bring two items: 1. an evocative family 
photograph from a period of time they can identify (of themselves or any other family member) and, 2. 
a computer or phone for accessing the internet.  Students will leave the lecture with an array of ideas 
about where and how to “dig” as well as inklings for a short memoir.   

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.  Homecoming lunch. MFA alumni, Spring 2019 graduates, faculty, and staff are 
invited to Homecoming lunch. (Mansion Parlor) 

1:00 – 1:45 p.m. Nancy Long, Literary Chat. (Mansion 222) 
“In good haibun, the prose deepens the understanding of the poetry, and the poetry gives greater 
energy to the prose. The relationship is like that between the moon and the earth: Each makes the other 
more beautiful.”– Nobuyuki Yuasa. Alums! Please join us for A Literary Chat. We’ll be discussing the 
haibun, a Japanese literary form that contains both prose and poetry (traditionally haiku). We’ll talk 
about whatever aspects of craft or content strike our fancy and explore the form a bit, to see if it might 
be something we’d want to try on our own. 
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2:15 – 3:15 p.m. Panel Discussion. Panelists: Marjetta Geerling, Danette Haworth, and Leah Henderson.   
This panel discussion is preparation for the writing for children & young adult cross-genre exploration in 
Fall 2019. Kathleen Driskell faciliates the panel discussion. Q&A to follow.  (ELC Troutman Lectorium)  
 
2:15 – 4:15 p.m. Profession of Writing: Submissions, Part II. Submission Party! Hosted by Nancy Chen 
Long. Drinks available at lobby bar. (Citation B, 1st fl., Brown Hotel) 
Submitting can be daunting and exhausting and sometimes we need the courage of our friends, as well 
as a fine beverage. You’ll be able to put into practice what you learned at “The Road to Publication” 
submission session. And if you didn’t attend the session—no worries! We’ll have lists of open markets, 
resources you can access on what certain journals might prefer, as well as envelopes, stamps, postcards 
for those few places that require snail mail submissions. If you plan to send out hard copies of your 
work, you’ll need to bring those copies, or print them from the Brown Hotel business center. Most 
markets accept electronic submissions. If you plan to submit electronically, you’ll need to bring your 
laptop.  

4:45 – 5:45 p.m. Homecoming Farewell Gathering. An opportunity to gather as a group one more time 
before we go our separate ways. Terry Price says a few words of farewell. Light refreshments and a cash 
bar. (J. Graham Brown Suite, Brown Hotel) 

Afterward, alums have dinner on their own, or stay for graduation and the farewell dinner if you’ve 
arranged a ticket… 

6:00 – 7:00 p.m. Graduation. (Brown Hotel, 16th fl., Gallery Ballroom) 

After-graduation reception, cash bar, and hors d’oeuvres. (Brown Hotel, 1st fl., J. Graham’s Café) Open 
to all.  

7:30 p.m. Champagne Toast and Farewell Dinner for those who reserved a seat. (Brown Hotel, 1st fl., 
Secretariat) 
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SUNDAY, JUNE 2 

Homecoming attendees may opt to attend the 15th annual Spalding Day at the Downs, organized by the 
Spalding Advancement Office. This event isn’t officially part of the MFA Homecoming, but the 
opportunity is open to one and all. You can register and pay online at 
https://givespalding.givingfuel.com/2019-spalding-day-at-the-downs. Registration is available up to the 
Thursday before the event (May 30), but the event has sold out the past two years. Be sure to mention 
that you’re with the MFA program, so you can be seated with other MFAers! 

Lunch Buffet 11:30am. Race 1 post time 12:45pm. 

Location: Millionaire’s Row 6, Churchill Downs. Transportation is on your own. 

$45 Single Ticket or Table of 8 for $360 – Prices may be subject to change closer to event. 

Admission includes a lunch buffet, silent auction, and door prizes as well as access to a private cash bar, 
betting windows and all public areas of Churchill Downs. 

Please contact David Clark, Manager of Advancement Services, dclark07@spalding.edu, 502-873-4316 
for additional details or questions. Tickets will be e-mailed to the submitted address about 10 days prior 
to the event, unless you let David know to do otherwise. 

All proceeds from this event go toward the Blue & Gold Fund, which directly supports Spalding students. 

 

 

BIOS 
Kellie Carle (F ’16) works as the Social Media Coordinator for Pidgeonholes and serves as one of the 
fiction editors for FlashBack Fiction. She publishes under the name K.B. Carle, and her fiction and 
creative nonfiction have appeared in CHEAP POP, Genre2, Milk Candy Review, Nightingale & Sparrow, 
Twist in Time Magazine, Lost Balloon, The Cabinet of Heed, and elsewhere. Kellie’s work has been 
nominated for Best of the Net, Best Small Fictions, and the Pushcart Prize. She can be found online at 
http://kbcarle.wordpress.com/ or on Twitter @kbcarle. 

Annie Frazier Crandell (F ’17) is a freelance social media and website manager for authors, a fiction 

reader at Longleaf Review, and Social Media Editor for both Pithead Chapel and the Spalding MFA 

Alumni Association. Her fiction and poetry can be found in Paper Darts, Hypertrophic Literary, Longleaf 

Review, North Carolina Literary Review, NCLR Online, Still: The Journal, CHEAP POP, Crack the 

Spine, Philosophical Idiot, The Cabinet of Heed, and apt magazine. Annie’s work has been nominated for 

the Pushcart Prize, Best of the Net, and Best Small Fictions. Find her online at anniefrazier.com.     

Charlotte Rains Dixon (F ’03) is a novelist, writing teacher, and free-lance journalist. She earned her 
MFA in creative writing from Spalding and is Director Emeritus of Write, a certificate in writing program 
at Middle Tennessee University. Her novel, Emma Jean’s Bad Behavior, was published in 2013. She leads 
writing workshops in France, Portland, Nashville, and other locations around the world. 

Barry George (P ’09) is a regular contributor to leading international haiku and tanka journals. His poems 
have been published in anthologies such as A New Resonance 2: Emerging Voices in English-Language 

https://givespalding.givingfuel.com/2019-spalding-day-at-the-downs
mailto:dclark07@spalding.edu
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__kbcarle.wordpress.com_&d=DwMFaQ&c=pFzAfbLt3uYKe9jAqU5I4g&r=Uofjmz_g4FPwVl3MdSItBasnblte0Qu1IjIq5fLxgA0&m=7WZyF9TW3bYosMA8IFzLcKHOc4Utf7DT_sZX2bKafOc&s=HnBGwLi-26krZbcWu3Dr8QQU1ZhMV6SHaavDPjh5Ubs&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__anniefrazier.com&d=DwMFaQ&c=pFzAfbLt3uYKe9jAqU5I4g&r=Uofjmz_g4FPwVl3MdSItBasnblte0Qu1IjIq5fLxgA0&m=wwZqvf-voMQbh0rZxF3bvl-ootQJmHKumTEJFKZsk0M&s=bfI7t_ZSXFayHwoXqZqBGluEumXLzbAqJjRAWAzqgtk&e=
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Haiku, The New Haiku, Haiku 21, and Streetlights: Poetry of Urban Life in Modern English Tanka. A 
recipient of the AWP Intro Poets Awards and a Pushcart Prize nomination, he has won numerous 
Japanese short-form competitions, including the Gerald R. Brady Contest, First Prize. The author 
of Wrecking Ball and Other Urban Haiku and The One That Flies Back, a chapbook of tanka, he teaches at 
Community College of Philadelphia. 

Danette Haworth’s (W4CYA ’16) debut novel, Violet Raines Almost Got Struck by Lightning, won the 
2012 California Young Reader Medal. Since then, her books have been shortlisted for awards; one 
earned a starred Kirkus Review; and the highest honor of all is letters from readers who feel they found 
themselves in her books. Danette lives in Orlando with her family. 

Angela Jackson-Brown (F ’09) is an award winning writer, poet and playwright who teaches Creative 
Writing and English at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana. She is the author of the novel Drinking 
from a Bitter Cup and a poetry collection called House Repairs. She has written and directed numerous 
plays, and this fall, she will be directing and producing a play she wrote called Still Singing Those Weary 
Blues. 

Bridgett Jensen (CNF ’08), winner of the Orlando Prize in Nonfiction, has written work that has appeared 
online at Aroho and Literary Mama and in the print journals The Los Angeles Review, Literature and 
Belief, and The Louisville Review. She is a content creator for AM Transport Services, blogs online at 
the49thyear.com, and is working on a collection of essays about beginnings. She lives in southern Illinois 
with her husband, their two youngest children, and a couple of pugs. 

Jenny Luper (F ’11) has more than eight years of proposal management experience writing for the 
financial industry, IT industry, health care consulting, and currently for the health care insurance 
industry. Jenny is an enthusiastic writer and editor of proposals, RFPs, feature articles, short stories, 
book reviews, press releases and reports in a fast-paced, deadline-driven environment. 

Keith A. Nixon (SW ’08) is an emerging independent filmmaker with a unique vision of delivering 
interesting stories with compelling characters to the screen. Originally from Chicago, Nixon holds MFA 
degrees in screenwriting (Spalding ‘08) and cinema directing (DePaul ‘18). From high concept to final 
cut, Nixon is passionate about the nuts and bolts of screenwriting and filmmaking. He is especially 
interested in adapting literary works in the public domain for the screen with a stylized cinematic 
approach, giving old stories a fresh and edgy twist. Currently, Nixon serves as a Creative Consultant for 
Cinelou Films in Los Angeles. Pale Blue Eye is his first independent film project and his directorial debut.  
 
Scott O’Connor (F ’16) is the author of A Perfect Universe: Ten Stories, the novels Untouchable and Half 
World and the novella Among Wolves. He has been awarded the Barnes & Noble Discover Great New 
Writers Award, and his stories have been shortlisted for the Sunday Times/EFG Story Prize and cited as 
Distinguished in Best American Short Stories. Additional work has appeared in The New York Times 
Magazine, Zyzzyva, and The Los Angeles Review of Books. He teaches creative writing at California State 
University Channel Islands and for Writing Workshops LA. 

Julie Stewart (F ’10) writes short multi-genre stories and creates narrative textiles art. She has been 
published in PoemMemoirStory, Tishman Review and Fourth and Sycamore. She has co-directed 
community theater productions of Radium Girls and Four Spirits: The Play. In her blog Sophie Speaks 
(julieandsophiespeak.blogspot.com), Julie wrote about learning to balance creative work and family life 
as she recopied Anna Karenina by hand as Sophia Tolstoy did for her husband. She is currently at work 
on a hybrid essay/story collection. She and her family live in Indianapolis. 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.writingworkshopsla.com_&d=DwMFaQ&c=pFzAfbLt3uYKe9jAqU5I4g&r=Uofjmz_g4FPwVl3MdSItBasnblte0Qu1IjIq5fLxgA0&m=GFBBeRyTfKwvnrtAv609ZAUa6opZ9Vd7zZIAUeF2NHM&s=10b_Z0j5IHjWuT__7gRg2T0yHiWG9MtfosccHpOtpAQ&e=

